
Attunement for All General Classes

SUPINE   -   Restorative with the Breath: 
1st 5-7 minutes Legs on the chair, body lying with a rolled blanket crosswise under the back at the bra 

strap, arms in cactus for both positions (if possible otherwise use blocks).

2nd 5-7 minutes body in same position, turn the blanket lengthwise beginning directly at the top of the 
buttocks and continuing beyond the top of the head. Feel the roll the length of the spine. 

Attunement/Starting Poses:  All done slowly with breathing through the nose, exhales longer when possible.

Morning Wake-Up Stretch Series -4 movements R/L  (PDF on website)

Hip Openers 

Small Circles knees and feet together
 INDIVIDUAL knee circles with big toes touching, starting small and increasing size.  Switch 

directions. 

Double Apanasana, knees and feet together, palms on the knees, fingers pointing towards the 
fee. Inhale and bring the knees towards the hips and thighs towards the chest. Exhale and 
extend the arms straight with legs moving accordingly. Do not take the hands off the knees. 

 Ankles/Wrists Flex-Extend

Legs and Arms straight up toward the ceiling. If the legs don’t want to go straight use a block 
under your buttocks but not under the back. 

Flexion and Extension both wrists and ankles while keeping the legs an arms still.

Switch to making circles with wrists and ankles, clockwise and counterclockwise.

PRONE
Child’s Pose or Puppy/buttocks more up over knees (CP Explained and shown on the website)

 Walk to the Right/Left in Childs’ Pose with arms stretched and head between.

Thread the Needle guide one arm under torso, buttocks over knees, lying on shoulder and head, do 
both sides.

Cat n’ Cow (Explained and shown on the website)

Balancing Cat (Explained and shown on the website)

SUPINE
 Heart Lifts  Hands next to hips/palms down. Feet/legs planted on mat. Forehead on mat, lift at the 

heart while keeping the chin tucked in as if you were holding a peace of fruit with your chin. 
Inhale up, Exhale down.

A-Symmetrical Locust Lifts/R & L + Symmetrical/lifting all (Shown on the website)

Come up to Standing continue with Asanas/Balance/Breath Work to Chair/Wall to final Supine:     

Savasana/last 5 minutes of class for relaxation & essential oil. 

                   Continue to sitting on mat for quote and final closing statements. Namaste!  RoxAnn


